
AUTO FEED SCREW DRIVERS

AND COLLATED FASTENERS 

The Ejector Screw
All Tropical Hardwood Installations 

www.muro.com

For specifications and a 
full list of our tools, screws 
and specialized fasteners

visit our web site  

NO PRE-DRILLING or PRE-COUNTERSINKING 

The screw tip acts like a drill bit, bores a pilot 
hole as it threads itself into the wood and 
the cutting nibs under the screw head 
carve away material to get a clean 
finish. As well, the Muro tool has 
a hard stop depth setting so 
the screws are driven to 
the same depth...each 
and every time, no 
more feathering 
the triggeror 
over driving 
screws.
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When you work with our tools you are backed 

not only by the industry standard for power, speed 

and quality but you have access to our extensive line 

of fasteners and our knowledgeable customer service 

staff. Pick up the phone or send an email anytime with 

questions about the right tools or fasteners for your 

job and we’ll get you on the right track. Our priority 

is ensuring that your job gets done right.

Customer Support That Counts
The unique drill 
tip bores a pilot 
hole while 
threading
itself into the 
wood ejecting 
sawdust in the 
process

A QUICKER, CLEANER JOB

with no more aches and pains.
Muro’s Exotic Hardwood Screws have 

been specifically designed to greatly simplify 
any projects using Tropical Hardwood materials. 

Screwing down deck boards for docks, decks and 
boardwalks has never been easier. The unique head 

and screw tip design turns back-breaking work into an 
effortless one-step operation, all performed while standing up!

Muro Exotic Hardwood Screws come in various sizes 

from 1-1/2” to 4”and in coils of 150 or strips of 30.
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Part Number

TS0112S-EJ

TX0200SLP-EJ

TX0212SLP-EJ

TX0300SLP-EJ

TS4300SFL-EJ

TS4312SFL-EJ

TS4400SFL-EJ

2700

1800

900

900

660

660

660

#10 X 1-1/2

#10 X 2

#10 X 2-1/2

#10 X 3

#14 X 3

#14 X 3-1/2

#14 X 4

FDVL41

FDVL41

FDVL41
FDVL41

FLVL41/HDVL71

FLVL41/HDVL71

FLVL41/HDVL71

HARDWOOD DECKS
AND DOCKS

COMMERCIAL 
HARDWOOD DOCKS

BOARDWALKS AND MARINAS

Quantity Size (In.) Tool Screw Range


